Association Between Opioid and Benzodiazepine Use and Clinical Deterioration in Ward Patients
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BACKGROUND: Opioids and benzodiazepines are frequently used in hospitals, but little is known about outcomes among ward patients receiving these medications.

OBJECTIVE: To determine the association between opioid and benzodiazepine administration and clinical deterioration.

DESIGN: Observational cohort study.

SETTING: 500-bed academic urban tertiary-care hospital.

PATIENTS: All adults hospitalized on the wards from November 2008 to January 2016 were included. Patients who were “comfort care” status, had tracheostomies, sickle-cell disease, and patients at risk for alcohol withdrawal or seizures were excluded.

MEASUREMENTS: The primary outcome was the composite of intensive care unit transfer or ward cardiac arrest. Discrete-time survival analysis was used to calculate the odds of this outcome during exposed time periods compared to unexposed time periods with respect to the medications of interest, with adjustment for patient demographics, comorbidities, severity of illness, and pain score.

RESULTS: In total, 120,518 admissions from 67,097 patients were included, with 67% of admissions involving opioids, and 21% involving benzodiazepines. After adjustment, each equivalent of 15 mg oral morphine was associated with a 1.9% increase in the odds of the primary outcome within 6 hours (odds ratio [OR], 1.019; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.013-1.026; P < 0.001), and each 1 mg oral lorazepam equivalent was associated with a 29% increase in the odds of the composite outcome within 6 hours (OR, 1.29; CI, 1.16-1.45; P < 0.001).

CONCLUSION: Among ward patients, opioids were associated with increased risk for clinical deterioration in the 6 hours after administration. Benzodiazepines were associated with even higher risk. These results have implications for ward-monitoring strategies. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2017;12:428-434. © 2017 Society of Hospital Medicine

Chronic opioid and benzodiazepine use is common and increasing.1,5 Outpatient use of these medications has been associated with hospital readmission and death,6-12 with concurrent use associated with particularly increased risk.13,14 Less is known about outcomes for hospitalized patients receiving these medications.

More than half of hospital inpatients in the United States receive opioids,15 many of which are new prescriptions rather than continuation of chronic therapy.16,17 Less is known about inpatient benzodiazepine administration, but the prevalence may exceed 10% among elderly populations.18 Hospitalized patients often have comorbidities or physiological disturbances that might increase their risk related to use of these medications. Opioids can cause central and obstructive sleep apneas,19,20 and benzodiazepines contribute to respiratory depression and airway relaxation.21 Benzodiazepines also impair psychomotor function and recall,23 which could mediate the recognized risk for delirium and falls in the hospital.24,25 These findings suggest pathways by which these medications might contribute to clinical deterioration.

Most studies in hospitalized patients have been limited to specific populations15,26-28 and have not explicitly controlled for severity of illness over time. It remains unclear whether associations identified within particular groups of patients hold true for the broader population of general ward inpatients. Therefore, we aimed to determine the independent association between opioid and benzodiazepine administration and clinical deterioration in ward patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Setting and Study Population

We performed an observational cohort study at a 500-bed urban academic hospital. Data were obtained from all adults hospitalized on the wards between November 1, 2008, and January 21, 2016. The study protocol was approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board (IRB#15-0195).

Data Collection

The study utilized de-identified data from the electronic health record (EHR; Epic Systems Corporation, Verona, Wisconsin).
Wisconsin) and administrative databases collected by the University of Chicago Clinical Research Data Warehouse. Patient age, sex, race, body mass index (BMI), and ward admission source (ie, emergency department (ED), transferred from the intensive care unit (ICU), or directly admitted to the wards) were collected. International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes were used to identify Elixhauser Comorbidity Index categories.29,30 Because patients with similar diagnoses (eg, active cancer) are cohorted within particular areas in our hospital, we obtained the ward unit for all patients. Patients who underwent surgery were identified using the hospital’s admission-transfer-discharge database.

To determine severity of illness, routinely collected vital signs and laboratory values were utilized to calculate the electronic cardiac arrest risk triage (eCART) score, an accurate risk score we previously developed and validated for predicting adverse events among ward patients.31 If any vital sign or laboratory value was missing, the next available measurement was carried forward. If any value remained missing after this change, the median value for that location (ie, wards, ICU, or ED) was imputed.32,33 Additionally, patient-reported pain scores at the time of opioid administration were extracted from nursing flowsheets. If no pain score was present at the time of opioid administration, the patient’s previous score was carried forward.

We excluded patients with sickle-cell disease or seizure history and admissions with diagnoses of alcohol withdrawal from the analysis, because these diagnoses were expected to be associated with different medication administration practices compared to other inpatients. We also excluded patients with a tracheostomy because we expected their respiratory monitoring to differ from the other patients in our cohort. Finally, because ward deaths resulting from a comfort care scenario often involve opioids and/or benzodiazepines, ward segments involving comfort care deaths (defined as death without attempted resuscitation) were excluded from the analysis (Supplemental Figure 1). Patients with sickle-cell disease were identified using ICD-9 codes, and encounters during which a seizure may have occurred were identified using a combination of ICD-9 codes and receipt of anti-epileptic medication (Supplemental Table 1). Patients at risk for alcohol withdrawal were identified by the presence of any Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment for Alcohol score within nursing flowsheets, and patients with tracheostomies were identified using documentation of ventilator support within their first 12 hours on the wards. In addition to these exclusion criteria, patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) were identified by the following ICD-9 codes: 278.03, 327.23, 780.51, 780.53, and 780.57.

**Medications**

Ward administrations of opioids and benzodiazepines—dose, route, and administration time—were collected from the EHR. We excluded all administrations in nonward locations such as the ED, ICU, operating room, or procedure suite. Additionally, because patients emergently intubated may receive sedative and analgesic medications to facilitate intubation, and because patients experiencing cardiac arrest are frequently intubated periresuscitation, we a priori excluded all administrations within 15 minutes of a ward cardiac arrest or an intubation.

For consistent comparisons, opioid doses were converted to oral morphine equivalents34 and adjusted by a factor of 15 to reflect the smallest routinely available oral morphine tablet in our hospital (Supplemental Table 2). Benzodiazepine doses were converted to oral lorazepam equivalents (Supplemental Table 2).34 Thus, the independent variables were oral
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morphine or lorazepam equivalents administered within each 6-hour window. We a priori presumed opioid doses greater than the 99th percentile (1200 mg) or benzodiazepine doses greater than 10 mg oral lorazepam equivalents within a 6-hour window to be erroneous entries, and replaced these outlier values with the median value for each medication category.
Outcomes
The primary outcome was the composite of ICU transfer or cardiac arrest (loss of pulse with attempted resuscitation) on the wards, with individual outcomes investigated secondarily. An ICU transfer (patient movement from a ward directly to the ICU) was identified using the hospital’s admission-transfer-discharge database. Cardiac arrests were identified using a prospectively validated quality improvement database.35

Because deaths on the wards resulted either from cardiac arrest or from a comfort care scenario, mortality was not studied as an outcome.

Statistical Analysis
Patient characteristics were compared using Student t tests, Wilcoxon rank sum tests, and chi-squared statistics, as appropriate. Unadjusted and adjusted models were created using discrete-time survival analysis,36-39 which involved dividing time into discrete 6-hour intervals and employing the predictor variables chronologically closest to the beginning of each time window to forecast whether the outcome occurred within each interval. Predictor variables in the adjusted model included patient characteristics (age, sex, BMI, and Elixhauser Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality-Web comorbidities30 [a priori excluding comorbidities recorded for fewer than 1000 admissions from the model]), ward unit, surgical status, prior ICU admission during the hospitalization, cumulative opioid or benzodiazepine dose during the previous 24 hours, and severity of illness (measured by eCART score). The adjusted model for opioids also included the patient’s pain score. Age, eCART score, and pain score were entered linearly while race, BMI (underweight, less than 18.5 kg/m²; normal, 18.5-24.9 kg/m²; overweight, 25.0-29.9 kg/m²; obese, 30-39.9 kg/m²; and severely obese, 40 mg/m² or greater), and ward unit were modeled as categorical variables.

Since repeat hospitalization could confound the results of our study, we performed a sensitivity analysis including only 1 randomly selected hospital admission per patient. We also performed a sensitivity analysis including receipt of both opioids and benzodiazepines, and an interaction term within each ward segment, as well as an analysis in which zolpidem—the most commonly administered nonbenzodiazepine hypnotic medication in our hospital—was included along with both opioids and benzodiazepines. Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis replacing missing pain scores with imputed values ranging from 0 to the median ward pain score.

We also performed subgroup analyses of adjusted models across age quartiles and for each BMI category, as well as for surgical status, OSA status, gender, time of medication administration, and route of administration (intravenous vs. oral). We also performed an analysis across pain score severity40 to determine whether these medications produce differential effects at various levels of pain.

All tests of significance used a 2-sided P value less than 0.05. Statistical analyses were completed using Stata version 14.1 (StataCorp, LLC, College Station, Texas).

RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
A total of 144,895 admissions, from 75,369 patients, had ward vital signs or laboratory values documented during the study period. Ward segments from 634 admissions were excluded due to comfort care status, which resulted in exclusion of 479 complete patient admissions. Additionally, 139 patients with tracheostomies were excluded. Furthermore, 2934 patient admissions with a sickle-cell diagnosis were excluded, of which 95% (n = 2791) received an opioid and 11% (n = 310) received a benzodiazepine. Another 14,029 admissions associated with seizures, 6134 admissions involving alcohol withdrawal, and 1332 with both were excluded, of which 66% (n = 14,174) received an opioid and 35% (n = 7504) received a benzodiazepine. After exclusions, 120,518 admissions were included in the final analysis, with 67% (n = 80,463) associated with at least 1 administration of an opioid and 21% (n = 25,279) associated with at least 1 benzodiazepine administration.

In total, there were 672,851 intervals when an opioid was administered during the study, with a median dose of 12 mg oral morphine equivalents (interquartile range, 8-30). Of these, 21,634 doses were replaced due to outlier status outside the 99th percentile. Patients receiving opioids were younger (median age 56 vs 61 years), less likely to be African American (48% vs 59%), more likely to have undergone surgery (18% vs 6%), and less likely to have most noncancer medical comorbidities than those who never received an opioid (all P < 0.001) (Table 1).

Additionally, there were a total of 98,286 6-hour intervals in which a benzodiazepine was administered in the study, with a median dose of 1 mg oral lorazepam (interquartile range, 0.5-1). A total of 790 doses of benzodiazepines (less than 1%) were replaced due to outlier status. Patients who received benzodiazepines were more likely to be male (49% vs. 41%), less likely to be African-American, less likely to be obese or morbidly obese (33% vs. 39%), and more likely to have medical comorbidities compared to patients who never received a benzodiazepine (all P < 0.001) (Table 1).

The eCART scores were similar between all patient groups. The frequency of missing variables differed by data type, with vital signs rarely missing (all less than 1.1% except AVPU [10%]), followed by hematology labs (8%-9%), electrolytes and renal function results (12%-15%), and hepatic function tests (40%-45%). In addition to imputed data for missing vital signs and laboratory values, our model omitted human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome and peptic ulcer disease from the adjusted models on the basis of fewer than 1000 admissions with these diagnoses listed.

Patient Outcomes
The incidence of the composite outcome was higher in admissions with at least 1 opioid medication than those without an opioid (7% vs. 4%, P < 0.001), and in admissions with at least 1 dose of benzodiazepines compared to those without...
a benzodiazepine (11% vs. 4%, \(P < 0.001\)) (Table 2).

Within 6-hour segments, increasing doses of opioids were associated with an initial decrease in the frequency of the composite outcome followed by a dose-related increase in the frequency of the composite outcome with morphine equivalents greater than 45 mg. By contrast, the frequency of the composite outcome increased with additional benzodiazepine equivalents (Figure).

In the adjusted model, opioid administration was associated with increased risk for the composite outcome (Table 3) in a dose-dependent fashion, with each 15 mg oral morphine equivalent associated with a 1.9% increase in the odds of ICU transfer or cardiac arrest within the subsequent 6-hour time interval (odds ratio [OR], 1.019; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.013-1.026; \(P < 0.001\)).

Similarly, benzodiazepine administration was also associated with increased adjusted risk for the composite outcome within 6 hours in a dose-dependent manner. Each 1 mg oral lorazepam equivalent was associated with a 29% increase in the odds of ward cardiac arrest or ICU transfer (OR, 1.29; 95% CI, 1.16-1.44; \(P < 0.001\)) (Table 3).

### Sensitivity Analyses

A sensitivity analysis including 1 randomly selected hospitalization per patient involved 67,097 admissions and found results similar to the primary analysis, with each 15 mg oral morphine equivalent associated with a 1.9% increase in the odds of the composite outcome (OR, 1.019; 95% CI, 1.011-1.028; \(P < 0.001\)) and each 1 mg oral lorazepam equivalent associated with a 41% increase in the odds of the composite outcome (OR, 1.41; 95% CI, 1.21-1.65; \(P < 0.001\)). Inclusion of both opioids and benzodiazepines in the adjusted model again yielded results similar to the main analysis for both opioids (OR, 1.020; 95% CI, 1.013-1.026; \(P < 0.001\)) and benzodiazepines (OR, 1.35; 95% CI, 1.18-1.54; \(P < 0.001\)), without a significant interaction detected (\(P = 0.09\)). These results were unchanged with the addition of zolpidem to the model as an additional potential confounder, and zolpidem did not increase the risk of the study outcomes (\(P = 0.2\)).

A final sensitivity analysis for the opioid model involved replacing missing pain scores with imputed values ranging from 0 to the median ward score, which was 5. The results of these analyses did not differ from the primary model and were consistent regardless of imputation value (OR, 1.018; 95% CI, 1.012-1.023; \(P < 0.001\)).

### Subgroup Analyses

Analyses of opioid administration by subgroup (sex, age quartiles, BMI categories, OSA diagnosis, surgical status, daytime/nighttime medication administration, IV/PO administration, and pain severity) yielded similar results to the overall analysis (Supplemental Figure 2). Subgroup analysis of patients receiving benzodiazepines revealed similarly increased adjusted odds of the composite outcome across strata of gender, BMI, surgical status, and medication administration time (Supplemental Figure 3). Notably, patients older than 70 years who received a benzodiazepine were at 64% increased odds of the composite outcome (OR, 1.64; 95% CI, 1.30-2.08), compared to 2% to 38% increased risk for patients under 70 years. Finally, IV doses of benzodiazepines were associated with 48% increased odds for deterioration (OR, 1.48; 95% CI, 1.18-1.84; \(P = 0.001\)), compared to a nonsignificant 14% increase in the odds for PO doses (OR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.99-1.31; \(P = 0.066\)).
DISCUSSION
In a large, single-center, observational study of ward inpatients, we found that opioid use was associated with a small but significant increased risk for clinical deterioration on the wards, with every 15 mg oral morphine equivalent increasing the odds of ICU transfer or cardiac arrest in the next 6 hours by 1.9%. Benzodiazepines were associated with a much higher risk: each equivalent of 1 mg of oral lorazepam increased the odds of ICU transfer or cardiac arrest by almost 30%. These results have important implications for care at the bedside of hospitalized ward patients and suggest the need for closer monitoring after receipt of these medications, particularly benzodiazepines.

Previous work has described negative effects of opioid medications among select inpatient populations. In surgical patients, opioids have been associated with hospital readmission, increased length of stay, and hospital mortality. More recently, Herzig et al. found more adverse events in nonsurgical ward patients within the hospitals prescribing opioids the most frequently. These studies may have been limited by the populations studied and the inability to control for confounders such as severity of illness and pain score. Our study expands these findings to a more generalizable population and shows that even after adjustment for potential confounders, such as severity of illness, pain score, and medication dose, opioids are associated with increased short-term risk of clinical deterioration.

By contrast, few studies have characterized the risks associated with benzodiazepine use among ward inpatients. Recently, Overdyk et al. found that inpatient use of opioids and sedatives was associated with increased risk for cardiac arrest and hospital death. However, this study included ICU patients, which may confound the results, as ICU patients often receive high doses of opioids or benzodiazepines to facilitate mechanical ventilation or other invasive procedures, while also having a particularly high risk of adverse outcomes like cardiac arrest and inhospital death.

Several mechanisms may explain the magnitude of effect seen with regard to benzodiazepines. First, benzodiazepines may directly produce clinical deterioration by decreased respiratory drive, diminished airway tone, or hemodynamic decompensation. It is possible that the broad spectrum of cardiorespiratory side effects of benzodiazepines—and potential unpredictability of these effects—increases the difficulty of observation and management for patients receiving them. This difficulty may be compounded with intravenous administration of benzodiazepines, which was associated with a higher risk for deterioration than oral doses in our cohort. Alternatively, benzodiazepines may contribute to clinical decompensation by masking signs of deterioration such as encephalopathy or vital sign instability like tachycardia or tachypnea that may be mistaken as anxiety. Notably, while our hospital has a nursing-driven protocol for monitoring patients receiving opioids (in which pain is serially assessed, leading to additional bedside observation), we do not have protocols for ward patients receiving benzodiazepines. Finally, although we found that orders for opioids and benzodiazepines were more common in white patients than African American patients, this finding may be due to differences in the types or number of medical comorbidities experienced by these patients.

Our study has several strengths, including the large number of admissions we included. Additionally, we included a broad range of medical and surgical ward admissions, which should increase the generalizability of our results. Further, our rates of ICU transfer are in line with data reported from other groups, which again may add to the generalizability of our findings. We also addressed many potential confounders by including patient characteristics, individual ward units, and (for opioids) pain score in our model, and by controlling for severity of illness with the eCART score, an accurate predictor of ICU transfer and ward cardiac arrest within our population. Finally, our robust methodology allowed us to include acute and cumulative medication doses, as well as time, in the model. By performing a discrete-time survival analysis, we were able to evaluate receipt of opioids and benzodiazepines—as well as risk for clinical deterioration—longitudinally, lending strength to our results. Limitations of our study include its single-center cohort, which may reduce generalizability to other populations. Additionally, because we could not validate the accuracy of—or adherence to—outpatient medication lists, we were unable to identify chronic opioid or benzodiazepine users by these lists. However, patients chronically taking opioids or benzodiazepines would likely receive doses each hospital day; by including 24-hour cumulative doses in our model, we attempted to adjust for some portion of their chronic use. Also, because evaluation of delirium was not objectively recorded in our dataset, we were unable to evaluate the relationship between receipt of these medications and development of delirium, which is an important outcome for hospitalized patients. Finally, neither the diagnoses for which these medications were prescribed, nor the reason for ICU transfer, were present in our dataset, which leaves open the possibility of unmeasured confounding.

CONCLUSION
After adjustment for important confounders including severity of illness, medication dose, and time, opioids were associated with a slight increase in clinical deterioration on the wards, while benzodiazepines were associated with a much larger risk for deterioration. This finding raises concern about the safety of benzodiazepine use among ward patients and suggests that increased monitoring of patients receiving these medications may be warranted.
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